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Abstract. As a recently proposed public key primitive, attribute-based encryption (ABE) (including Ciphertext-policy ABE (CP-ABE) and Key-policy ABE (KP-ABE)) is a highly promising tool for secure fine-grained access control. For the purpose of secure access control, there is,
however, still one critical functionality missing in the existing ABE schemes, which is the prevention of key abuse. In particular, two kinds of key abuse problems are considered in this paper,
i) illegal key sharing among colluding users and ii) misbehavior of the semi-trusted attribute
authority including illegal key (re-)distribution. Both problems are extremely important as in
an ABE-based access control system, the attribute private keys directly imply users’ privileges
to the protected resources. To the best of our knowledge, such key abuse problems exist in all
current ABE schemes as the attribute private keys assigned to the users are never designed to
be linked to any user specific information except the commonly shared user attributes.
To be concrete, we focus on the prevention of key abuse in CP-ABE in this paper 3 . The notion of
accountable CP-ABE (CP-A2 BE, in short) is first proposed to prevent illegal key sharing among
colluding users. The accountability for user is achieved by embedding additional user specific
information in the attribute private key issued to the user. To further obtain accountability
for the attribute authority as well, the notion of Strong CP-A2 BE is proposed, allowing each
attribute private key to be linked to the corresponding user’s secret that is unknown to the
attribute authority. We show how to construct such a Strong CP-A2 BE scheme and prove its
security based on the computational Diffie-Hellman assumption.
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1

Introduction

Today’s computing and electronic technology innovations have unprecedentedly enabled ubiquitous information generation, processing, and distribution in both volume and speed. Vast
amounts of information resources are made available and readily accessible to individuals and
organizations through various computer systems and the Internet. This trend, however, also
poses new challenges in designing suitable secure access control mechanisms.
Recently, the notion of ABE, which was proposed by Sahai and Waters [28], has attracted
much attention in the research community to design flexible and scalable access control systems. For the first time, ABE enables public key based one-to-many encryption. Therefore,
3

Our technique can easily be extended to KP-ABE as well.

it is envisioned as a highly promising public key primitive for realizing scalable and finegrained access control systems, where differential yet flexible access rights can be assigned to
individual users. To address complex and general access policy, two kinds of ABE have been
proposed: KP-ABE and CP-ABE. In KP-ABE, access policy is assigned in attribute private
key, whereas, in CP-ABE, the access policy is specified in the ciphertext.
In this paper, we address the problem of accountability in ABE-based secure access control
systems. The accountability is critical in access control systems because it deals with the key
abuse problem, which includes i) illegal key sharing among users and ii) misbehavior of the
attribute authority, e.g., illegal key (re-)distribution. In an ABE-based access control system,
the attribute private keys directly imply users’ privileges to the protected resources. On the
one hand, the dishonest users may illegally share their attribute private keys with other users
and thus abuse the system without being detected. On the other hand, a semi-trusted attribute
authority may illegally generate and distribute legitimate keys to unauthorized users. These
accountability problems by far are not yet to be properly considered in existing ABE-based
access control schemes. Clearly, to securely deploy an ABE-based access control system, it is
imperative to guarantee that 1) the key issued to each user cannot be shared; 2) the attribute
authority’s misbehavior, i.e., distributing decryption keys or decrypting ciphertext arbitrarily
for unauthorized users, should be prevented. To the best knowledge of ours, such key abuse
problem exists in all ABE-based access control schemes, as their attribute keys are never
designed to be linked to any user specific information except the commonly shared attributes.
Our Contribution The notion of accountable CP-ABE (CP-A2 BE) is first proposed to
address the key abuse problems existed in access control based on ABE. In CP-A2 BE, the user
accountability is achieved. To obtain further accountability for both users and the attribute
authority, Strong CP-A2 BE is presented. Constructions of (Strong) CP-A2 BE are given, as
well as their security analysis. The approaches designing the (Strong) CP-A2 BE schemes are
new and different from techniques used in the previous accountable IBE schemes [2, 18, 20].
The key points for these constructions are described as follows:
– In CP-A2 BE, the user’s identity is embedded into the attribute private key issued to
him from the attribute authority. The CP-A2 BE can be used to prevent the key sharing
among users based on the following observation: The user’s decryption key consists of
the attribute private key and the user’s identity. The user cannot change his attribute
private key to another one embedded with a different identity. As a result, the identity
in the decryption key cannot be changed either. Therefore, if the user shares his decryption key, the identity will be detected from the pirate device, and the user will be punished.
– In Strong CP-A2 BE, the accountability of the attribute authority is further achieved in
addition to user accountability. The Strong CP-A2 BE has the assumption that each user
should get a higher level secret before requesting an attribute private key (We just consider
the public key certificate for simplicity in this work). The public key is embedded into
the user’s attribute private key. Now, the user’s decryption key contains the attribute
private key and secret key corresponding to his certificate, which cannot be changed. As a
consequence, the user’s secret key in the certificate will be leaked if sharing his decryption
key. Moreover, since the user’s decryption key contains his secret key that is unknown to
the attribute authority, the accountability for the semi-trusted attribute authority can be
obtained too.

1.1

Related Work

Since the introduction of ABE in implementing fine-grained access control systems, a lot
of works have been proposed to design efficient and flexible ABE schemes. There are two
methods to realize the fine-grained access control based on ABE: KP-ABE and CP-ABE.
They were both mentioned in [21] by Goyal et al. In KP-ABE, ciphertext is labeled with
sets of attributes, and each attribute private key is associated with an access structure that
specifies which type of ciphertexts the key is able to decrypt. In a CP-ABE system, on the
contrary, each user’s key is associated with a set of attributes and ciphertext will specify an
access policy over attributes. Therefore, CP-ABE is different from KP-ABE in the sense that,
in CP-ABE, it is the encryptor who assigns certain access policy in the ciphertext. When a
message is being encrypted, it will be associated with an access structure over a predefined
set of attributes. The user will only be able to decrypt a given ciphertext if his attributes
match the access structure specified in the ciphertext. The first KP-ABE construction [21]
realized the monotonic access structures for key policies. To enable more flexible access policy,
Ostrovsky et al. [26] presented the first KP-ABE system that supports the expression of nonmonotone formulas in key policies. However, KP-ABE is less flexible than CP-ABE because
the policy is determined once the user’s attribute private key is issued. Later, Bethencourt et
al. [4] proposed the first CP-ABE construction. However, the construction [4] is only proved
secure under the generic group model. To overcome this weakness, Cheung and Newport [12]
presented another construction that is proved to be secure under the standard model. The
construction supports the types of access structures that are represented by AND of different
attributes. Later, in [19], the authors gave another construction for more advanced access
structures based on number theoretic assumption. To further achieve receiver-anonymity,
Boneh and Waters [8] proposed a predicate encryption scheme based on the primitive called
Hidden Vector Encryption. The scheme in [8] can also realize the anonymous CP-ABE by
using the opposite semantics of subset predicates. Katz, Sahai, and Waters [24] proposed
a novel predicate encryption scheme supporting inner product predicates. Their scheme is
very general and can achieve both KP-ABE and hidden CP-ABE schemes. However, the
constructions of [8, 24] are very inefficient compared to [25]. In [22], they also mentioned
the key abuse problem of users, and another third party should be involved in each user’s
decryption in their scheme, which makes it impractical. To reduce the trust of attribute
authority in ABE, Chase [10] proposed a multi-authority ABE scheme, where each authority
controls a subset of the attributes. If one wants to decrypt a ciphertext, he has to get enough
attributes from each attribute authority.
Organization In Section 2, we show how to unify the definitions and security models for
CP-ABE and KP-ABE , based on which we present the security models of CP-A2 BE and
Strong CP-A2 BE. In addition, their constructions and security analysis are given. In Section
3, the implementation of Strong CP-A2 BE to access control are described. In Section 4, we
present two interesting applications by utilizing the techniques used in the construction of
(Strong) CP-A2 BE. This paper ends with concluding remarks.

2

Strong CP-A2 BE

In this Section, the system model of CP-A2 BE and its construction are firstly proposed to
achieve user accountability. Then, we present how to get a Strong CP-A2 BE construction

achieving accountability for both users and attribute authority. The security models and
results of (Strong) CP-A2 BE are also demonstrated.
2.1

The CP-A2 BE

We first give the unified definitions for CP-ABE and KP-ABE, as an independent interest.
Based on that, we define the proposed CP-A2 BE and show the construction with security
result.
2.1.1 System Model
In both CP-ABE and KP-ABE architectures, there are two entities: the attribute authority
and users. The attribute authority is in charge of the issue of attribute private keys to users
requesting them. A message can be encrypted under a specified ciphertext-policy such that
only users whose attribute private keys match the policy, are able to decrypt the ciphertext.
The user can get his attribute private key from the attribute authority before decryption. The
definitions of CP-ABE and KP-ABE are unified as X-ABE, where X means CP or KP here.
A binary relation R is also introduced. We denote R(L, W ) = 1 if L matches W , where L
and R represent general access structure (or key-policy) and ciphertext-policy, respectively.
Definition 1. An X-ABE system consists of four algorithms, namely, Setup, KeyGen, Enc,
and Dec, which are defined as follows:
Setup(1λ ) The setup algorithm, takes as input security parameter 1λ , outputs a master secret
key sk and public key pk.
KeyGen(L, sk) The key generation algorithm, takes as input L and sk, outputs skL as the
attribute private key for L.
Enc(M , W , pk) The encryption algorithm, takes as input a message M together with W ,
outputs C as the ciphertext.
Dec(W , C, skL ) The decryption algorithm, takes as input C, W , and the attribute private key
skL . If R(L, W ) = 1, it outputs a plaintext M . Otherwise, it returns ⊥.
Definitions for KP-ABE and CP-ABE can be derived from the above unified definition.
1. It is the definition for CP-ABE, if L is just a set of attributes (or, attribute list), and W
denotes general ciphertext-policy.
2. It is the definition for KP-ABE, if L is defined as a general access structure (key-policy)
and W is an attribute list.
In CP-A2 BE, as explained, we consider how to obtain accountability for users. The definition
for CP-A2 BE is almost the same with CP-ABE, except the decryption key skID,L is issued on
attribute L with the user’s identity ID, and the algorithm for tracing is required additionally.
The Trace algorithm is defined as follows:
Trace. This algorithm is used to trace a decryption key to its original holder. It takes as
input a decryption key, and outputs an identity associated with this decryption key.
The decryption key in our following constructions consists of two parts, namely, attribute
private key and identity. The attribute authority issues an attribute private key only when
the user’s identity is what he alleged, and he is eligible to get the attributes requesting. Of

course, it is the basic requirement to ensure that the user cannot change his attributes or
identity information to get another valid attribute private key. In this work, for simplicity, it
specifically assumes that the decryption key is well-formed when a user shares his key with
others, which can be seen from the above definition for tracing algorithm. In fact, this assumption can be avoided because there already exists an approach proposed in [20] to get rid
off the assumption of well-formed decryption key by introducing default attributes. In fact,
this well-formed decryption key assumption has also been used in [18, 2] to reduce the trust
of PKG in IBE. As mentioned in [18, 2], the user could still construct a malformed decryption
key which, when used in conjunction with some other decryption process, is still able to decrypt ciphertexts. Therefore, we also need to consider the extreme case of black box which is
able to decrypt the ciphertexts in practice, which is very similar to the technique of black-box
traitor tracing [13]. As just mentioned, recently Goyal et al. [20] showed an approach on how
to achieve black-box tracing from a scheme with the well-formed decryption key assumption.
Based on this method, we can also achieve the black-box tracing by using the method as in
[20].
2.1.2 The Construction
In this construction, the ciphertext-policy has the same fine-grained access structure as
[12]. Next, we detail the access structure in [12]. Assume attributes in universe form a
set U = {w1 , w2 , · · · , wn }. To encrypt a message, it specifies the ciphertext-policy W =
[W1 , W2 , · · · , Wn ], where Wi is equal to wi or ∗. The notion of wildcard ∗ in the ciphtertextpolicy means the value of “don’t care”. For example, let the ciphertext-policy W = [1, 0, 1, ∗]
for n = 4. This ciphertext-policy W means that the recipient who wants to decrypt must have
the value 1 for W1 and W3 , the value 0 for W2 , and any possible values for W4 . Therefore, if the
receiver has an attribute private key for [1, 0, 1, 0], he can decrypt the ciphertext because the
first three values for W1 , W2 and W3 are equivalent to the corresponding values in ciphertextpolicy. Moreover, the fourth value 0 in the private key satisfies the ciphertext-policy because
W4 = ∗. If an attribute private key is associated with the attribute list [1, 1, 1, 0], this attribute
private key will not match the ciphertext-policy since W2 6= 0. To be more generalized, given
an attribute list L = [L1 , L2 , · · · , Ln ] and a ciphertext-policy W = [W1 , W2 , · · · , Wn ], we say
that L matches W if for all i ∈ [1, n], Wi = Li or Wi = ∗. In [12], each attribute can take
two values 1 and 0. In our construction, we generalize the access structures such that each
attribute can take multiple values. More formally, let Si = {vi,1 , vi,2 , · · · , vi,ni } be a set of
possible values for attribute wi where ni is the number of the possible values for wi . Now, the
attribute list L for a user is L = [L1 , L2 , · · · , Ln ] where Li ∈ Si for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The generalized
ciphertext-policy W , then, is W = [W1 , W2 , · · · , Wn ] where where Wi is equal to some value
in Si or ∗. The attribute list L matches the ciphertext-policy W (that is, R(L, W ) = 1) if
Wi = Li or Wi = ∗ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Main Idea In this system, each user is issued an attribute private key on LkID, where L
denotes an attribute list and ID denotes the user’s identity, respectively. When a message
is to be encrypted under a ciphertext-policy W , a ciphertext is created with the underlying
policy W 0 = W k∗. Users with attributes L satisfying R(L, W ) = 1 can decrypt the ciphertext,
even if their identities are different. This holds because the second part in W 0 is ∗, namely,
“don’t care” (This technique is used to keep the one-to-many property in ABE, even though
different identities have been embedded in the attribute private keys for the same attributes).

In addition, the user cannot change his attribute-based private key on LkID to L∗ kID∗ ,
where (L, ID) 6= (L∗ , ID∗ ). Therefore, the identity ID will be detected from the decryption
key embedded in the illegal decryption device.
Before presenting the construction, we give a brief review on the property of pairings.
Let G1 , G2 be cyclic groups of prime order p, writing the group action multiplicatively. Let
g be a generator of G1 , and ê : G1 × G1 → G2 be a map with the following properties:
i) Bilinearity ê(g1a , g2b ) = ê(g1 , g2 )ab for all g1 , g2 ∈ G1 , and a, b ∈R Zp ; ii) Non-degeneracy
There exist g1 , g2 ∈ G1 such that ê(g1 , g2 ) 6= 1, namely, the mapping does not send all pairs
in G1 × G1 to the identity in G2 ; iii) Computability There exists an efficient algorithm to
compute ê(g1 , g2 ) for all g1 , g2 ∈ G1 . In this CP-A2 BE construction, we assume there are
n attributes in universe. That is, let the universal attributes set be U = {ω1 , ω2 , · · · , ωn }.
Define Si to be the multi-value set for each attribute ωi in U . The CP-A2 BE construction is
as follows:
Setup To generate system parameters, a trusted authority selects random generators g, g2 , g3 ,
u0 , u1 , . . ., un ∈ G1 , picks a random α ∈ Zp , and sets g1 = g α . He also defines a cryptographic
hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗p . The system parameter is param = (g, g1 , g2 , g3 , u0 , u1 , · · · ,
un , H), and the master secret key is g2α .
KeyGen To issue an attribute private key for a user with identity ID and an attribute list L =
[L1 , L2 , · · · , Ln ], the attribute authority picks up a random r ∈ Zp and computes (d0 , d1 )=(g2α
H(L1 )
H(L )
(uID
· · · un n g3 )r , g r ) as the attribute private key. The validity of (d0 , d1 ) can
0 u1
H(L1 )
H(L )
be verified through the following equation: ê(d0 , g) = ê(g1 , g2 )ê(uID
· · · un n · g3 , d1 ).
0 u1
Finally, the user retains the decryption key skID,L = (d0 , d1 , d2 , d3 ) on decryption device,
where d2 = ID and d3 = L.
Enc To encrypt a message M ∈ G2 under ciphertext-policy W = [W1 , W2 , · · · , Wn ], pick
Q
H(W )
up a random value s ∈ Zp and set C0 = M ê(g1 , g2 )s , C1 = g s , C2 = ( Wi 6=∗ ui i · g3 )s ,
Ti = {usi }Wi =∗ , E = us0 . The ciphertext for M on W is C = (C0 , C1 , C2 , {Ti }Wi =∗ , E).
Dec To decrypt the ciphertext C = (C0 , C1 , C2 , {Ti }Wi =∗ , E), the recipient with identity ID
and attribute list L first checks W to know whether R(L, W ) = 1. If R(L, W ) = 1, he proceeds
as follows: Let skID,L = (d0 , d1 , d2 , d3 ) be the decryption key deposited in decryption device,
Q
H(L )
where d2 = ID and d3 = L. He computes C20 = C2 Wi =∗ Ti i E d2 and decrypts with skID,L
to get M = C0 ê(d1 , C20 )/ê(d0 , C1 ).
Trace Let skID,L = (d0 , d1 , d2 , d3 ) be a valid decryption key in an illegal decryption device,
H(L )
H(L )
where d3 =[L1 , L2 , · · · , Ln ]. It means that ê(d0 , g) = ê(g2 , g1 ) ê(ud02 u1 1 · · · un n g3 , d1 ).
Then, just reveal d2 as the identity of the dishonest user who shares the decryption key.
2.1.3 Security Analysis
We show the definitions of CDH/DBDH problems and assumptions in the bilinear groups
before the security result.
CDH Problem. The Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) problem is that, given g, g x , g y
∈ G1 for unknown random x, y ∈ Z∗p , to compute g xy . We say that the (t, )-CDH assumption
holds in G1 if no t-time algorithm has the probability at least  in solving the CDH problem
for non-negligible .
DBDH Problem. The Decision Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (DBDH) problem is that, given g, g x ,
g y , g z ∈ G1 for unknown random x, y, z ∈ Z∗p , T ∈ G2 , to decide if T = ê(g, g)xyz . We say

that a polynomial-time adversary A has advantage  in solving the DBDH problem in groups
(G1 , G2 ) if | P r[A(g, g x , g y , g z , ê(g, g)xyz ) = 1] − P r[A(g, g x , g y , g z , ê(g, g)r ) = 1] | ≥ 2, where
the probability is taken over the randomly chosen x, y, z, r and the random bits consumed
by A. (t, )-DBDH assumption holds in (G1 , G2 ) if no t-time algorithm has the probability at
least  in solving the DBDH problem for non-negligible .
We first describe the security definition of CP-ABE here. As defined in [4, 12, 21], the security
requirement for CP-ABE is indistinguishability against chosen message attack (IND-CPA).
Its formal definition is given based on the following IND-CPA game involving a simulator and
an adversary A: The simulator chooses a sufficiently large security parameter 1λ , and runs
Setup to get a master key sk and public key pk. The master key sk is kept secret and pk
is sent to A. A can perform a polynomially bounded number of queries for key generation
on attribute list L. The simulator answers the queries by returning indistinguishable and
correct attribute private keys. After these queries, A tries to distinguish a ciphertext is an
encryption to which one of two adaptively chosen messages under some chosen ciphertextpolicy. In concrete, the adversary outputs a challenge W ∗ with two messages M0 and M1 , on
which he wishes to be challenged. The simulator randomly chooses a bit b ∈ {0, 1}, computes
the challenge ciphertext C= Enc(Mb , W ∗ , pk), and sends C to A. A is allowed to issue more
queries for attribute private keys. Finally, A outputs a guess bit b0 . A wins the game if b = b0
and L that satisfies R(L,W ∗ )=1 has never been submitted to request an attribute private
key. The advantage of A in Game IND-CPA is defined as the probability that A wins the
game minus 1/2.
Definition 2. A CP-ABE satisfies IND-CPA if no polynomial time adversary can win the
above game with non-negligible probability.
Another stronger security notion for CP-ABE is IND-CCA, in which the adversary is
allowed to query decryption oracle. As there are many generic techniques [15, 27] to transform schemes with IND-CPA security to IND-CCA, we just prove the IND-CPA security of
our constructions for simplicity. In this work, we use another weaker security model, called
selective-IND-CPA. This model is analogous to the selective-ID model [5] utilized in IBE protocols. In selective-IND-CPA, the adversary should commit to the challenge W ∗ before Setup
compared with the IND-CPA model.
Next, we define two security requirements for CP-A2 BE, that is, IND-CPA and Key Unforgeability. The security of IND-CPA is required since the CP-A2 BE is still one kind of CP-ABE.
The definition of IND-CPA is almost the same as the corresponding one in CP-ABE, except
that user’s identity will be included in the attribute private key query. To trace the identity
who shares the decryption key, security requirement of user accountability is defined additionally. User accountability means that if a user has a decryption key, he cannot output and
share a new decryption key for a different identity. The user accountability is defined through
the following game of Key Unforgeability. Notice that the security model of IND-CPA cannot
imply Key Unforgeability. This is because in IND-CPA model, it only guarantees that the
user is unable to decrypt a ciphertext if his attributes does not match the ciphertext-policy.
The IND-CPA model does not consider the case when the user decrypts ciphertext with the
same attribute list, but replaces the identity in the attribute private key with another one
to avoid tracing. Therefore, to achieve user accountability, it should be ensured that the user
can not change the identity inserted in his attribute private key. In this work, we also consider a weaker security notion called selective-key unforgeability. The formal definition for

selective-Key Unforgeability is based on the following game involving an adversary A: The
adversary outputs the target identity ID∗ before Setup. The simulator chooses a sufficiently
large security parameter 1λ , and run Setup to get a master secret key sk and public key pk.
Retain sk and give pk to A. A can perform a polynomially bounded number of queries to key
generation oracle for private key on (ID, L). Finally, A outputs a decryption key skID∗ ,L∗ for
identity ID∗ on attributes L∗ . The challenger runs a sanity check on skID∗ ,L∗ to ensure that
it is well-formed. It aborts if the check fails. A wins the game if ID∗ has not been submitted
to key generation oracle. The advantage of A in Game selective-Key Unforgeability is defined
as the probability that A wins the game. The CP-A2 BE is accountable if there is no adversary
wins the above game with non-negligible probability.
Theorem 1. The CP-A2 BE construction is secure in selective-IND-CPA and selective-Key
Unforgeability models, under the DBDH and CDH assumptions, respectively.
Proof. See Appendix A.
Actually, if the hash function H plays the role of random oracle during proof, the scheme
can achieve the security of full Key Unforgeability. To get IND-CCA security from IND-CPA,
we can use the most efficient transformations-Fujisaki-Okamoto technique [15], which adds
only a little computation on the original CP-A2 BE scheme. Therefore, the resulted IND-CCA
construction is very efficient.
2.2

The Strong CP-A2 BE

In CP-A2 BE, only the accountability for users is achieved. To further reduce the trust and
get accountability for the attribute authority, the notion of Strong CP-A2 BE is given in this
Section. To construct such a Strong CP-A2 BE scheme, the assumption that users in this system should have a higher level secret information, is required. As we explained, the secret in
public key certificate functions as a higher level secret information in this work for simplicity.
This assumption is reasonable because, before the user is issued attribute private key, the
attribute authority should know he is the right user as alleged. To achieve the authentication,
the user should demonstrate proof that he is the holder of a public key by using standard
proof of knowledge [2]. The construction is based on the scheme in Section 2.1. The advantage
of this method is that the tracing algorithm is no longer required for user accountability based
on that the user will not leak his secret in certificate. However, another trace algorithm is
required to detect the misbehavior of attribute authority. We detail the analysis later in this
Section.
2.2.1 The Construction
Main Idea In Strong CP-A2 BE, each user should have a registered public key pku before
requesting private key for attribute list L. The attribute authority issues an attribute private
key on Lksku to the user with L and public key pku , where sku is the secret key corresponding
to pku . The attribute authority can generate the attribute private key, without the information
of sku . When a message is encrypted under a ciphertext-policy W , compute the ciphertext
with respect to the underlying ciphertext-policy W 0 = W k∗. Any user with Lksku satisfying
R(Lksku , W k∗) = 1 (i.e. R(L, W ) = 1), is able to decrypt the ciphertext regardless of the
user’s secret key sku . Moreover, the user can only decrypt the ciphertext with the attribute

private key on Lksku . In other words, the user cannot change his private key on Lksku to
another one on L∗ ksku∗ such that (L, sku ) 6= (L∗ , sku∗ ). As a result, the user will not share
his decryption key as it will reveal his secret key in the certificate. The accountability for
attribute authority can be achieved too because he does not know the user’s secret key in the
certificate. If the attribute authority generates and distributes another valid decryption on L
on a randomly chosen sku , the misbehavior will be detected since only the attribute authority can generate such a decryption key on the random sku without corresponding registered
public key certificate on pku .
Setup This algorithm is the same as Section 2.1. The system parameter is param = (g,
g1 , g2 , g3 , u0 , u1 , · · · , un , H) and the master key is g2α .
KeyGen To issue an attribute private key to a user with public key u = ux0 on an attribute
list L = [L1 , L2 , · · · , Ln ], the user proves that he is the holder of public key u by using proof
of knowledge technique. If the proof passes, the attribute authority picks up a random r ∈ Zp
H(L )
H(L )
and computes d0 = g2α · (uu1 1 · · · un n g3 )r , d1 = g r . Then, (d0 , d1 ) is sent to the user as
the attribute private key. Finally, the user retains the decryption key sku,L = (d0 , d1 , d2 , d3 )
in decryption device, where d2 = x, d3 = [L1 , L2 , · · · , Ln ]. The correctness of sku,L can be
H(L )
H(L )
verified if ê(d0 , g) = ê(g1 , g2 )ê(ud02 u1 1 · · · un n · g3 , d1 ).
Enc To encrypt a message M ∈ G2 under a ciphertext-policy W = [W1 , W2 , · · · , Wn ], the
algorithm proceeds the same as the one described in Section 2.1. Finally, it outputs the ciphertext as C = (C0 , C1 , C2 , {Ti }Wi =∗ , E).
Dec To decrypt the ciphertext C = (C0 , C1 , C2 , {Ti }Wi =∗ , E), the recipient with public key u
and attribute list L can check W to know whether R(L, W ) = 1. If R(L, W ) = 1, he comQ
H(L )
putes C20 = C2 Wi =∗ Ti i E d2 and decrypts the ciphertext by using sku,L = (d0 , d1 , d2 , d3 )
as M = C0 ê(d1 , C20 )/ê(d0 , C1 ).
The above construction can be proved to be a secure CP-A2 BE scheme, without algorithm of
Trace. However, to achieve Strong CP-A2 BE, it is necessary to detect the misbehavior of the
attribute authority. Therefore, the algorithm Trace will be given here to achieve accountability for the attribute authority.
Trace Let sku,L = (d0 , d1 , d2 , d3 ) be a decryption key in an illegal decryption device, where
H(L )
H(L )
d3 =[L1 , L2 , · · · , Ln ]. It means that ê(d0 , g) = ê(g2 , g1 ) ê(ud02 u1 1 · · · un n g3 , d1 ). Then,
check if ud02 is a valid public key. If not, it is the attribute authority who generates and distributes this decryption key.
Note that in KeyGen algorithm, the user with public key u should prove he is the holder of
this public key by proving the knowledge of x. The secret key x can be viewed as another
attribute issued in the attribute private key though the attribute authority does not know
the attribute. Therefore, the proof can be easily get from the proof in Section 2.1.
2.2.2 Security Analysis
The accountability for users is described through the following game Key Unforgeability. This
game has some difference from the same game in Section 2.1. In that game in Section 2.1, key
abuse problem can be prevented because identity of the user will be detected if he shares his
decryption key. In Strong CP-A2 BE, the decryption key contains the attribute private key

and secret key corresponding to the public key certificate. Assume the users do not leak the
secret key in the certificate, the users are not willing to share his decryption key. Therefore,
in the game of Key Unforgeability, we only need to guarantee that the user can not change
the secret key in his decryption key. Since the public key certificate is required before issued
attribute private key, the user has to prove he knows the secret key in certificate by using
proof of knowledge technique. The adversary will try to output a decryption key with some
secret key without relation to his own public key. We will also define a weaker security notion
called selective-Key Unforgeability as in Section 2.1. The only difference is that, in the game
of selective-Key Unforgeability, the adversary should output the key that he will use in the
forged decryption key in advance.
In more details, the adversary outputs a value sk ∗ , corresponding to some unregistered
public key pk ∗ that will be shared as a part of the decryption key. The simulator chooses a
sufficiently large security parameter 1λ , and runs Setup to get a master key sk and public key
pk. The simulator retains the secret key sk and sends pk to A. A can perform a polynomially
bounded number of queries to key generation oracle for private key on attribute list L with
valid proof of knowledge to a public key pk. Finally, A outputs a decryption key skpk∗ ,L∗ on
L∗ and pk ∗ . A wins the game if skpk∗ ,W ∗ is a valid decryption key, and the public key pk ∗ has
not been submitted to ask for an attribute private key (There is no requirement of certificate
for this public key). The advantage of A in Game selective-Key Unforgeability is defined as
the probability that A wins the game. A Strong CP-A2 BE achieves user accountability if no
adversary wins the above game with non-negligible probability. One may argue in case that,
after a user get an attribute private key on attributes L on pk ∗ (Here, to query attribute
private key on pk ∗ , it should be a valid public key), the user forges and shares another valid
decryption key on attributes L∗ and pk ∗ . From the decryption key, we can get pk ∗ and trace
its owner.
From the above two games, it can achieve the security of CP-A2 BE. To get the Strong
CP-A2 BE, the game FindKey should be defined additionally. The accountability for attribute
authority can be guaranteed based on the following game FindKey. This game is utilized to
detect the misbehavior of attribute authority: The challenger runs Setup to get master key sk
and public key pk. It gives pk, sk to the adversary A (A plays the role of semi-trused attribute
authority in this game). Finally, A outputs a well-formed decryption key skpk∗ ,W ∗ on some
attributes W ∗ with respect to pk ∗ . The advantage of A in Game Findkey is defined as the
probability that A outputs a well-formed decryption key with respect to some user’s valid
public key pk ∗ . A Strong CP-A2 BE satisfies accountability for attribute authority if there is
no adversary wins the above game with non-negligible probability. In case that the adversary
outputs some decryption key with respect to an invalid public key, we define it loses the game
according to the above definition. And, from this kind of forgery, we say that the attribute
authority misbehaves. In the following construction, we assume the attribute authority uses
the same group as the users’ public keys in public key certificate.
Theorem 2. The Strong CP-A2 BE construction is secure in selective-IND-CPA model, and
has accountability for users and attribute authority, under the DBDH assumption and CDH
assumption, respectively.
Proof. We show how to prove that the scheme achieves user accountability under selective-Key
Unforgeability model. First, the adversary outputs some value sk ∗ in private key it wants to
share. Then, the simulator sets the public parameters and simulates the private key generation
oracle. It is the same as the proof in Theorem 1. Notice that sk ∗ is viewed as corresponding

position of ID∗ in the proof of Theorem 1. The simulator only needs to simulate the key
generation oracle. The challenge ciphertext oracle is not required here because the goal of
adversary is to output a private key for any attributes with some randomly chosen value sk ∗ .
The adversary could ask private key for any L on a valid public key pku . During key generation
queries, the user will not give simulator the secret key sku . However, as mentioned in KeyGen,
the user has to use some proof of knowledge to show he is the holder of public key pku . By
using the knowledge extractor, the simulator can extract sku and simulate key generation
oracle in the same way as Theorem 1, where ID is viewed as sku here. The accountability of
attribute authority can be easily proved from the definition of game FindKey. The decryption
key includes the secret key sku from pku . To avoid detection, the attribute authority has to
output a valid decryption key on some user’s public key. This implies the attribute authority
has to compute the user’s secret key corresponding to some public key certificate. Based on
the security of public key system, the above CP-A2 BE has accountability for the attribute
authority.

3

Implementation for Access Control

We show how to apply the Strong CP-A2 BE to achieve abuse free access control in this
Section. For CP-A2 BE, it can be implemented in a similar way. Initially, assume some data
has been stored on a remote data server. The owner may wish to allow users only with specific
privileges to access the data. In the ABE-based access control system, these privileges can
be categorized via the users’ attributes. There are three entities in the system: A public
key certificate center, an attribute authority and users. First, individual users in this system
should have a registered public key from the public key certificate center. The secret key
in the certificate functions as a higher level private information compared to the attributebased system. With such a certificate, the user can prove to the attribute authority that he
is the owner of the public key in the certificate, using proof of knowledge technique. If a
user is eligible to some attributes, he will be issued a private key for these attributes from the
attribute authority. This can be achieved by the KeyGen algorithm in the above construction.
If a user, after uploading his data, wants to enforce some access control policy to the data,
he can simply apply the algorithm of Enc in Strong CP-A2 BE. As a result, users with the
attributes that matches the policy defined in ciphertext, can decrypt and read the data. The
user would not share his decryption key with others because his secret key, which is implied in
his certificate, is embedded in the decryption key. Moreover, the user cannot compute a new
decryption key with a different invalid public key (This property can be achieved based on
the security game of FindKey). Thus, if a valid decryption key with respect to some invalid
public key was found, we can tell it is the misbehavior of attribute authority. Otherwise, if the
public key corresponding to the decryption key is valid, then, it is the user with this public
key shares his decryption key.
The underlying scheme without identity and tracing algorithm is an improvement to the
CP-ABE construction in [12]. We discuss and compare the CP-ABE scheme [12] with ours
in terms of key size and computation overhead. In our scheme, the attribute private key
consists of only two group elements, which is constant with the number of user’s attribute.
However, in [12], there are 2n group elements in the user’s attribute private key. To issue an
attribute private key, our schemes needs two exponentiations in group G1 for the attribute
authority to generate an attribute private key for user. However, 2n exponentiations in G1
are required in the key generation algorithms of [12], where n is the number of attributes in

universe. The computational cost [12] is linear with the number of universal attributes. In our
construction, ciphertext consists of 3 + k group elements and the encryption algorithm needs
3+k exponentiations in G1 , where k denotes the number of wildcards in ciphertext. Decryption
requires two pairing computation. However, in [12], there are 3n group elements in ciphertext
and encryption algorithm performs n + 1 exponentiations in group G1 . For decryption, it
performs n + 1 pairings. Therefore, overall, the underlying CP-ABE construction is more
efficient than [12].

4

Extensions

In this Section, we show how to use the technique in Section 2.2 to solve some open problems
existed in accountable IBE. Note that accountable ABE cannot be constructed directly from
accountable IBE [2, 18, 20] since only one private key will be issued for each identity in IBE,
whereas in ABE, many private keys will be issued for each attribute to different users. We
also propose another new notion called conditional IBE. In conditional IBE, an encryptor can
specify the ciphertext such that it can only be decrypted by the user with identity ID and
additional several conditions. This notion is different from ordinary IBE in that the encryptor
can also add requirements in the ciphertext, such as specific attributes, not only the identity
information. Security of the following two constructions can be easily derived based on the
above results in Section 2.
4.1

Accountable IBE

Identity-based cryptosystem [30] is a public key cryptosystem where the public key can be
an arbitrary string such as an email address. It was proposed to simplify key management
procedures of certificate-based public key infrastructures. In identity-based cryptosystem, a
private key generator (PKG) uses a master secret key to issue private keys to identities
that request them. Boneh and Franklin [7] proposed the first practical IBE scheme based on
pairing, which is provably secure in the random oracle model. The first IBE without random
oracles was proposed by Waters [31]. Later, this construction was further generalized and
analyzed in [11]. To reduce the trust of PKG in IBE, Goyal [18] proposed another notion
called accountable IBE and strengthened by [2, 20]. These IBE can only be used to encrypt a
message to a single user. To encrypt a message to a group, the notion of IBE with wildcard
[1] was proposed. In this kind of IBE, one can encrypt a message for a group of users with
some common properties, in which the different parts are viewed as “don’t care” components.
Recently, Goyal [18] proposed the first method on how to reduce the trust of PKG in IBE.
Though later construction with black-box accountability based on DBDH assumption was
proposed [20], the scheme is very inefficient.
An open question was left in [18]: How to construct a more efficient IBE with minimum
trust to PKG based on standard assumption such as DBDH assumption? In this Section, we
solve this open problem by using the technique in the above Sections. We combine the user’s
public key certificate with IBE system, while keeping all the properties of IBE. Actually, this
approach is not new and has been used in [16] to construct identity-based cryptosystem with
special properties.
Another open problem can also be solved by using our method: In case of some user loses
private key for its identity ID, then, how to achieve accountability? The papers [18, 20] cannot
solve this problem because they require the user’s decryption key to detect the misbehavior of

PKG. In our approach, even with only one private key for ID detected from a pirate device,
this kind of key abuse can be found because the value in the forged decryption key is different
from the public key in the public key certificate for ID. There are five algorithms in accountable IBE, that is, setup algorithm Setup, key generation algorithm KeyGen, encryption algorithm Enc, decryption algorithm Dec, and tracing algorithm Trace. The algorithm of Setup is
almost the same as in Section 2.2. The system parameter is param = (g, g1 , g2 , g3 , u0 , u1 , H)
and the master key is g2α . Let the identity be ID for the user with public key u = ux0 . To
extract a private key from PKG, the user should show his identity and prove he is the holder
of the public key u by using the proof of knowledge. If the proof passes, the attribute authority
r
r
picks up a random r ∈ Zp and computes (d0 , d1 ) = (g2α · (uuID
1 g3 ) , g ). Finally, the user retains the decryption key skID = (d0 , d1 , d2 ), where d2 = x. The correctness of (d0 , d1 , d2 ) can
be verified by checking if the following equation holds: ê(d0 , g) = ê(g1 , g2 )ê(ud02 uID
1 g3 , d1 ). To
encrypt a message M ∈ G2 for user ID, pick up a random value s ∈ Zp , set C0 = M ê(g1 , g2 )s ,
s
s
C1 = g s , C2 = (uID
1 g3 ) , and E = u0 . The cipertext is C = (C0 , C1 , C2 , E). In Dec algorithm,
after receiving the ciphertext C = (C0 , C1 , C2 , E), the user ID with public key u proceeds
as follows: Let skID = (d0 , d1 , d2 ) be his decryption key. The user computes C20 = C2 E x and
ê(d ,C 0 )
decrypts the ciphertext as M = C0 ê(d01 ,C12 ) . In algorithm of Trace, it takes as input a valid
decryption key skID =(d0 , d1 , d2 ), which means ê(d0 , g) = ê(g1 , g2 )ê(ud02 uID
1 g3 , d1 ). It is the
PKG who forges and distributes the decryption key for the user with identity ID if ud02 6= u
if ud02 is equal to u in public key certificate for ID.
We describe briefly why this technique can prevent PKG from generating private key and
decrypting ciphertext on behalf of users. If PKG outputs a forged valid decryption key for
0
ID, another value ux0 will be inserted in the decryption key. From the public certificate, we
know the public key ux0 and identity ID is connected to the same user. Therefore, from these
two valid decryption keys, it can tell that PKG forges the decryption key for the user with
identity ID. In our system, even if the user with identity ID has not requested private key,
we still can tell PKG behaves illegally because there is no certificate for public key u0 and
ID from the forged decryption key for ID. However, the scheme of [18] can not prevent such
forgery because two different decryption keys for the same identity ID are required to decide
if it is the PKG who forges the detected decryption key.

4.2

Conditional IBE

Consider the following scenario: One wants to encrypt a message to some identity ID. He
also wants to ensure that the user can only decrypt if he not only has identity ID, but also
satisfies some additional conditions. For example, the ciphertext can be created for ID with
additional attributes “Ph.D degree” and “Staff in University A”. However, in traditional IBE,
a message can only be encrypted to some user with ID, without other conditions. From the
above CP-A2 BE scheme, such conditional IBE can be constructed as follows.
The Setup and KeyGen algorithms, including the definition for ciphertext-policy, are the
same as the scheme in Section 2.1. To encrypt a message M ∈ G2 for identity ID with
ciphertext-policy W = [W1 , W2 , · · · , Wn ], pick up a random value s ∈ Zp and set C0 =
Q
H(Wi )
M ê(g1 , g2 )s , C1 = g s , C2 = ( Wi 6=∗ uID
g3 )s , Ti = {usi }Wi =∗ . The cipertext is C =
0 ui
(C0 , C1 , C2 , {Ti }Wi =∗ ). To decrypt the ciphertext C = (C0 , C1 , C2 , {Ti }Wi =∗ ), the user with
identity ID and attribute list L = [L1 , L2 , · · · , Ln ] can check W to know whether R(L, W ) =

1. If R(L, W ) = 1, the user computes C20 = C2
M=

5

ê(d ,C 0 )
C0 ê(d10 ,C21 )

Q

H(Li )
Wi =∗ Ti

and decrypts the ciphertext as

with his key skID,L = (d0 , d1 ).

Conclusion

In this paper, we discussed the problem of key abuse existed in access control that is based on
CP-ABE. Two kinds of accountability are considered in this work: The accountability for users
and accountability for the semi-trusted attribute authority. First, we showed how to construct
CP-A2 BE to achieve accountability for users, by inserting user’s specific information into the
attribute private keys. To further obtain accountability for both users and the semi-trusted
attribute authority, we proposed and formulated the notion of Strong CP-A2 BE by letting the
attribute private key contains the user’s secret unknown to the attribute authority. A Strong
CP-A2 BE scheme was also constructed based on the assumption that each user has registered
a public key. The key point to these constructions is that the user’s specific information or
secret could be viewed as another default attribute. We also solved some open problems in
accountable IBE and proposed another notion of conditional IBE scheme, as the extensions
of the new techniques in the constructions of (Strong) CP-A2 BE.
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Appendix A: Proof of Theorem 1
The proof of Theorem 1 can be derived from the following two Lemmas.
Lemma 1. The CP-A2 BE is selective-IND-CPA secure under the DBDH assumption.
Proof. Assume that an attacker A breaks selective-IND-CPA with probability greater than
 within time t making qd private key extraction queries. We show that using A, one can
construct a DBDH attacker A0 with almost the same probability with . First, A outputs the
target ciphertext-policy W ∗ =(W1∗ , · · · , Wn∗ ). Suppose that A0 is given (g, ê, G1 , G2 , A = g x ,
B = g y , C = g z , T ), where T is either ê(g, g)xyz or ê(g, g)γ for random γ ∈ Zp , as an instance
of the DBDH problem. By 0 and t0 , we denote the winning probability and running time of
A0 , respectively. A0 can simulate the challenger’s execution of each phase of selective-IND-CPA
game for A as follows: A0 sets g1 = g x and g2 = g y . For 1 ≤ i ≤ n and Wi∗ 6= ∗, let ui = g1ai g bi
by choosing ai , bi ∈ Zp∗ . For 1 ≤ i ≤ n and Wi∗ = ∗, ui P= g bi by choosing bi ∈ Zp∗ . Then,
−

1≤i≤n∧W ∗ 6=∗

ai H(Wi∗ )

0

i
choose a random b0 ∈ Zp∗ and let u0 = g b0 . Assign g3 = g1
g b . The system
parameters para= (g, g1 , g2 , g3 , (ui )0≤i≤n ) are sent to A.
A0 answers A’s key generation queries as follows. Upon receiving a key generation query
0
∗
for L=(L1 , · · · , Ln ) with respect to ID, A
W ∗ ) = 1, A0
P checks if R(L, WP) = 1. If R(L,
0
∗
aborts. Otherwise, A chooses r = (−y)( 1≤i≤n ai H(Li ) − W ∗ 6=∗ ai H(Wi ))−1 + r0 . Let
i

P
P
P
R = 1≤i≤n ai H(Li ) − W ∗ 6=∗ ai H(Wi∗ ) and R0 = (−b0 ID − 1≤i≤n bi H(Li ) + b0 )R−1 . It
i
outputs the simulated private key as
H(L1 )

skID,L =(a0 , a1 )=((uID
0 u1
H(Ln )

un

H(Ln )

· · · un

0

0

−1

H(L1 )

0

g3 )r g2R , g2R g r ). We need to check if a0 =g2x (uID
0 u1

g3 )r and a1 = g r . Since the choose of R0 and r, we have g r =g
H(L1 )

g2x (uID
0 u1

0
1≤i≤n bi H(Li )+b

· · · unH(Ln ) · g3 )r = g2x (g1R g b0 ID+

P

= g2x (g1R g b0 ID+

P

= g2x (g1R g b0 ID+

P

= (g1R g b0 ID+

)

0
1≤i≤n bi H(Li )+b

0
1≤i≤n bi H(Li )+b
0

0

−y
+r 0
R
0

)r g −xy g2R

0

)r g2R

n)
· · · uH(L
g3 )r g2R
n

−1

=g2R g r , and

)r

0
1≤i≤n bi H(Li )+b

P

H(L1 )

= (uID
0 u1

−y
+r0
R

0

0

0

After these queries for attribute private keys, A outputs two equal length messages M0 ,
M1 , identity ID∗ , and the challenge ciphertext-policy W ∗ =(W1∗ , · · · , Wn∗ ).
The challenger
P
∗

bi H(W ∗ )+b0

i
chooses randomly b ∈ {0, 1}, and outputs the ciphertext as (T Mb , C, C Wi 6=∗
,
b
b
{C i }Wi∗ ∗ , C 0 ). Correctness of the ciphertext could be verified as follows: If T = ê(g, g)xyz ,
P
Q
bi H(Wi∗ )+b0
H(W ∗ )
∗
(T Mb , C, C 1≤i≤n,Wi 6=∗
, {C bi }Wi∗ ∗ , C b0 )=(e(g1 , g2 )s Mb , g s , C2 =( ni=1,W ∗ 6=∗ ui i ·
i
g3 )s , Ti = {usi }Wi =∗ , us0 ) by just letting s = z. Therefore, the simulated challenge ciphertext
is correct when T = ê(g, g)xyz .
A can still query key generation. A0 answers key generation queries as above. Finally,
A outputs a bit b0 . Then, A0 also outputs b0 as the answer to the DBDH problem. For the
simulation to complete without aborting. It is easy to verify that we can get the probability
of breaking the DBDH problem as 0 ≈  if the adversary successes with probability .

Lemma 2. The CP-A2 BE is selective-Key Unforgeability under the CDH assumption.
Proof. Assume that an attacker A breaks selective-Key Unforgeability with probability greater
than  within time t making qd private key generation queries. We show that using A,
one can break the CDH problem by constructing another attacker A0 with approximately
the same success probability. First, A outputs the target identity ID∗ . Suppose that A0 is
given g, ê, G1 , G2 , A = g x , B = g y and asked to compute g xy . A0 can simulate the challenger’s execution of each phase for A as follows: A0 sets g1 = A and g2 = B. It chooses
∗
0
r0 , r00 , r1 , r2 , · · · , rn ∈ Z∗p . Let u0 = Ar0 and g3 = A−ID r0 g r0 . For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let ui = g ri .
The system parameters para= (g, g1 , g2 , g3 , u0 , (ui )1≤i≤n ) are sent to A. A0 answers A’s key
generation queries as Lemma 1. Upon receiving a key generation query for ID with aty
+ r0 . The private
tributes L = [L1 , L2 , · · · , Ln ], A0 chooses r0 ∈ Z∗p and lets r = (ID∗ −ID)r
0
r (ID−ID∗ )

key can be simulated private key as (g10
1
(ID−ID ∗ )r0

0

g

Pn

i=1 ri H(Li )

0

r0 +

)r g20

Pn

i=1 ri H(Li )/(ID−ID

∗ )r

0

,

g2
g r ). The correctness can be verified as the same way in Lemma 1. Finally, A outputs a forged decryption key skID∗ ,L∗ = (d0 , d1 , d2 , d3 ) that A will share for attribute list
d3 = L∗ = [L∗1 , L∗2 , · · · , L∗n ] on identity d2 = ID∗ . Because the decryption is valid and welld∗ H(L∗ )
H(L∗ )
formed, then, we have d0 = g2x (u02 u1 1 · · · un n · g3 )r and d1 = P
g r for some r. Since the
n
0
∗
x
r
simulation of public parameters in setup, we P
have that d0 = g2 (g 0 g i=1 ri H(Li ) )r . From this
n
0
∗
observation, A0 can compute g2x = d0 /(d1 )r0 + i=1 ri H(Li ) and output it as the solution to the
CDH problem.

